TERMS OF USE FOR THE WEB PAGE

Welcome to C.I. ENERGIA SOLAR S.A. (ESWINDOWS)¹ web page. By accessing this site, you assume the obligation of complying with the terms of use (explained below), the legal notifications, the privacy policy and all the responsibility exemption clauses and terms and conditions indicated in this site.

I. Site Contents and Privacy Policy

By using this web site, you expressly agree that the use of the web site will be carried out under your exclusive responsibility and risk. The web site is available “as is” and “as available”. Neither ESWINDOWS, none its officers, directors, employees, agents, third-party content suppliers, designers, contractors, distributors, salespeople, sponsors, grantors and others, ensure that the use of the web site will not experience interruptions or that it does not contain errors.

The use of the Web Page and of user’s personal data is subject to Company’s Data Protection Policy, which can be reviewed in the following link https://eswindows.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/HabeasData-ING.pdf

II. Ownership of Information and Trademarks

All the material containing information, graphics, advertisement, photographs, multimedia or audiovisual materials, trademarks, logo, distinctive signs, domain names, computer programs, designs, texts, databases and in general all the contents made available in this site are the exclusive and sole property of ESWINDOWS, or in some cases, it is owned by third parties that have authorized ESWINDOWS to use it and/or utilize it (hereinafter the “Contents”).

All the Contents at the web site are protected by laws governing copyrights, trademarks, and intellectual property and by all applicable national and international regulations. Except as otherwise specifically stipulated in these terms and conditions it is forbidden to carry out any action to copy, reproduce, modify, create derived texts, or sell, distribute, or exhibit the contents in any manner or through any medium, including but not limited to electronic or mechanical media, photocopies or recording of any type, without the previous written authorization by ESWINDOWS, or in its absence from the copyrights titleholder. Under no circumstances will these terms and conditions grant any right, license and/or authorization to carry out the actions previously described. Any non-authorized use of the Contents will constitute a violation of present terms and conditions and of the regulations in force regarding trademarks, copyrights and/or other applicable national and international intellectual property regulations.

III. Linking, Deep linking and Framing.

ESWINDOWS prohibits the use of the names and/or logos, trademarks or any other distinctive sign of its property such as hypertextual links or any other links indicating sites in Internet whose URL is different than www.eswindows.com unless the establishment of a link of such nature has been previously approved in writing by ESWINDOWS, in which case it must comply with the criteria and design and advertisement standards established

¹ Confirm the Company that owns the Page
IV. Exemption and Limitation of Responsibility

Under no circumstances will ESWINDOWS be responsible for any direct, indirect, unforeseen, special or emerging damage that results whether due to the use or lack of capability to use ESWINDOWS’ web site, including in a non-exclusive manner the damages that arise due to their relying in the information obtained in ESWINDOWS’ web page that causes errors, omissions, interruptions, elimination or corruption of files, viruses, delays in the operation or transmission or any other type of error in the operation. Above limitation of responsibility will be applied in any legal action, even when an ESWINDOWS authorized representative has been informed or should have been aware of the possibility of such damages.

We strive and do our best so that accessing the web site will be safe and will maintain your personal information safeguarded. In any case we will not be responsible for viruses, delays in the operations or in transmissions, technological errors, manipulation by non-authorized third parties, any event of invasion or technological manipulation or any other error in the operation of the web page.

V. Exoneration and Guarantees

In accordance to the Laws of the Republic of Colombia, the material contained in this site, including without limitation, texts, graphics and links is supplied “as is”, without any type of express or implicit guarantee including but not limited to marketability guarantees, adequacy for a specific purpose, non-infringement or non-violation of rights. ESWINDOWS reserves the right to correct any error, omission or inaccuracy, or change or update them at any moment and without previous advice.

VI. Links to third-party web sites

The web site contains links to other sites operated by third parties, including, in a non-exclusive manner, third-party sites that exhibit ESWINDOWS commercial trademarks. These links are available for your convenience and its only objective is to allow the access to those third-party sites. ESWINDOWS does not guarantee nor does it present any statement regarding the essence, quality, functionality, accuracy, fitness for a specific purpose, marketability, nor does it present any statement regarding the third-party sites or their contents. A link to the web site does not constitute sponsorship, endorsement, approval or any type of responsibility with respect to these third-party sites. ESWINDOWS does not guarantee or present any type of statement regarding the products or services offered at third-party sites. The conditions of use and the private policy in all third-party sites may greatly differ from the conditions of use and legal notifications that are applied to the use of ESWINDOWS’ web site. Carefully read the conditions of use of third-party sites to obtain more information regarding the terms and conditions applicable to each case.

VII. Inquiries
Any question associated with the use of the contents or with the establishment of links, can be addressed to ESWINDOWS in Colombia at telephone +57 3664600 in Barranquilla or through email info@eswindows.com. Any use that infringes stipulations presented herein will result in corresponding civil and criminal actions.

VIII. Acceptance of terms upon accessing, reading and/or using this site

The user recognizes having read and understood the terms of use and agrees to accept them and comply with all applicable laws and regulations of the Colombian legislation. Furthermore, when the user uses any service offered in this site, he/she will be subject to the applicable rules, guides, policies, terms and conditions. If the user does not agree with these terms, he/she must abstain from using this site. This site is controlled and operated by ESWINDOWS from their offices located in Colombia. The persons that decide to enter this site from other countries will do so under their own initiatives and it is their responsibility to comply with applicable local laws. The laws of the Territory regulate any claim regarding the use of this site and the material therein included.

These terms and conditions are subject to amendment at any moment without prior notice, under the complete discretion of ESWINDOWS, and as of the date of the amendment of these terms and conditions all the operations that are carried out between ESWINDOWS and the user will be governed by the amended document. Therefore, each time that the user accesses the web site, he/she must review the conditions of use, the legal notifications and privacy policy in force at that time. If not satisfied with the web site, its contents, the conditions of use or the legal notifications, the user accepts that the only available solution is to stop using the web site.

IX. Applicable legislation and jurisdiction

These terms and conditions will be governed and interpreted according to the laws of the Republic of Colombia. Any controversy that results from this document will be submitted to the competent judges in accordance to the Colombian legislation and ESWINDOWS as well as the user expressly waive any other jurisdiction that could correspond due to their present or future domicile.

X. Conflicts

Any difference that arises between the User and the Company or any other party that is associated with these Terms and Conditions will be submitted to the definitive and binding decision of an Arbitration Tribunal of the Arbitration and Conciliation Center of the Barranquilla Chamber of Commerce, in accordance to the following rules: (i) The court is comprised of three (3) arbitrators; (ii) The arbitrators must be assigned by common agreement by the Parties from the list of arbitrators of the Arbitration and Conciliation Center of the Barranquilla Chamber of Commerce in a term of fifteen (15) days from the date in which any one of the Parties requests in writing to the other the assignment of the arbitrators. In the event that the Parties, for any reason, do not reach an agreement on the assignment of the arbitrators within the term established previously, these arbitrators must be assigned by the Barranquilla Chamber of Commerce in accordance to the regulations and the list of arbitrators therein recorded; (iii) the internal organization, tariffs and fees of the tribunal will be subject to the rules established to this effect by the Arbitration and Conciliation Center of the Barranquilla Chamber of Commerce; and (iv) in any case, the
tribunal will sentence in accordance to the law and will function in Barranquilla, in the Arbitration and Conciliation Center of the Chamber of Commerce in this city.
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